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Application Tutorial

Configure a Time Task

This tutorial explains the step by step configuration of the application below :

In a museum protected by MOBOTIX cameras, the camera will make a ‘‘Welcome 
Announcement’’ every day at 10:05 am except for Mondays; and it will make a  
‘‘Goodbye Announcement’’ everyday at 5:45 pm except for Mondays; and it will 
take a snapshot image in Megapixel Resolution and send it to an FTP server every 
day between 9:00 am to 6:00 pm every 30 minutes including 9:00 am and 6:00 pm.

http://www.mobotix.com
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1. General Assumptions

Please make sure that you have connected your camera to the network properly and your camera is reachable. This 

tutorial assumes that the camera is in factory default configuration except for network settings.

2. Configuration

Type the IP address of the camera to go to live image.

http://ipaddress

2.1. Enable the microphone and speaker of the camera

Click ‘‘Admin Menu’’ to enter the Admin Menu and then click ‘‘Speaker and Microphone’’.

In the ‘‘Speaker and Microphone’’ Menu, enable Microphone and Speaker and set the sensitivity for the Microphone 

and the volume for the Speaker. (Note : Click Test button to find out your desired settings)

Then, press ‘‘Set’’ and go back to the ‘‘Admin Menu’’.
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2.2. Add audio file

Click ‘‘Manage Audio Messages’’ in 

the ‘‘Admin Menu’’. Add an Audio 

File by using the ‘‘Upload Voice 

Message Section’’. (Note: Accepted 

file formats can be seen in the 

menu and details can be reviewed 

by clicking the ‘’?’’ symbol  on the 

top right of the menu)

You can also record audio using the 

microphone of the camera. To do 

that, click ‘‘Record’’ as it is seen in 

the menu. Message duration can be 

chosen. After recording the audio, 

give a name and store.

Then, go back to the ‘‘Admin 

Menu’’.
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2.3. Configure an FTP Profile

Click ‘‘FTP Profiles’’ in the ‘‘Admin Menu’’. Enter the details of the Server Settings.

(Note : The information above is an example for this tutorial)

Then, click ‘‘Add new profile’’ and name your profile and configure the settings.

(Note : The information above is an example for this tutorial)

(Note: The details can be reviewed by clicking the ‘’?’’ symbol on the top right of the menu)

(Note: Please use ‘‘Test Network Current Configuration’’ in the ‘‘Admin Menu’’ to test if your ftp profile works 

properly)

Then, click ‘‘Set’’ and return to the ‘‘Admin Menu’’.
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2.4. Configure the Time Tasks

Click ‘‘Time Tasks’’ in the ‘‘Admin Menu’’. And Select your tasks and then, assign times to them.

(Note: The details regarding the settings above can be reviewed by clicking the ‘’?’’ symbol on the top right of the 

menu. There are more examples which can clarify the settings for you)

(Note: The ‘‘2-7’’ which is seen in Week Days mean that this task will run from 2nd day of the week (Tuesday) to 7th 

day of the week (Sunday))

(Note: The ‘’9-17’’ in Hours and ‘‘*/30’’ in Minutes mean that this task will run in every 30 minutes between 9:00 am 

till 5:30 pm)  

Then, click ‘‘Set’’ and ‘‘Close’’ to store the settings permanently.

3. Results and Notes

With these settings, 

The camera will make ‘‘Welcome’’ announcement every day at 10:05 am except Mondays.

The camera will make ‘‘Goodbye’’ announcement every day at 17:45 pm except Mondays.

The camera send a snapshot which is taken by the camera in every 30 minutes between 9:00 am to 6:00 pm 

(including 9:00 am and 6:00 pm) in Megapixel resolution to an FTP Server every day.

The settings may be changed and adapted differently according to the application.

Remember to consider the technical specifications of the cameras and check their brochure to make sure that your 

camera model has a built in speaker and microphone or whether you will need an additional equipment.

It is also possible to use an EXT-IO module to connect the camera to an existing amplifier through the Line In and 

Line Out of the device.

It is strongly recommended to participate in MOBOTIX Trainings to learn all  details concerning configuration and 

application possibilities.
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